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Micalio Di’Aldio

Micalio Di’Aldio is a player character played by club24.

Micalio Di’Aldio

Species & Gender: Shukaren Daur (Sub-Species) Female
Age: ER755 (24 in YE40)

Organization: Kingdom of Neshaten
Occupation: Neshaten Engineer

Rank: C'Baruce
Current Placement: SNV Furi'ken

Physical Description
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 Micalio stands slightly higher than the average Daur at 5ft
tall and has a slim figure with measurements 30b-25-28 and
weighs 60kg. She has white skin complimented by red eyes
with red ears and hair with the end of her fur having a tinge
of white, her tail is orange with a red tip. Micalio’s hair is
kept short and thick with a swept back fringe and the end
dipping just below her neck with her short ears poking out
the top.

Usually dressed in a tank top with a utility vest to hold her tools and other equipment while leaving her
arms room to move and work, a set of cargo shorts and a loose-fitting cap when not in uniform, she can
also be found wearing a pair of fingerless gloves and mask in some situations when working on
machines.

Her face is round and cheerful with full lips usually coloured red, soft eyes and full cheeks without looking
too big, hey eyes are almost always hidden behind transparent goggles which dull their appearance due
to her weakened sight.

Personality

Micalio is naturally friendly and cheerful and will hold a conversation with anyone she feels comfortable
around, adjusting to strangers can take her some time however and she will usually be more cautious
and shy around those she hasn’t had much interaction with.

As a machine enthusiast she is always interesting in new devices and machines to take apart and see
how they work, she maintains an air of seriousness while working but is usually laid back during and
outside of working.
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History

Pre-RP

 Micalio was born into a more averaged sized family than
some however she was the only child for the first 4 years of
her life as the two siblings she was to be born with did not
survive childbirth, she was cherished by her parents for
those 4 quiet years before the batch of 10 arrived over the
course of several years. When the other siblings arrived
Micalio was forced to step up and assist in parenting as her
own parents were not always able to care for all of them
with such a low age gap in the 10.

At the age of 9 she joined the youth corp in order to pursue her natural desire to learn and further her
mechanical knowledge, thanks to her naturally weakened eyesight from birth Micalio had been
disadvantaged for most of her life but was able to gain a set of goggles to counter the negative effects
when she joined the corp. Her first assignment involved maintaining the equipment of her post along
with learning how to maintain the fighters.

At the age of 14 Micalio returned to her parents for her coming of age ceremony and to meet with her
siblings before enlisting in the navy where she served as a combat technician, in her first mission she
remained removed from actual combat for the most part and was tasked with being the only field repair
operative. As a passionate engineer and vital support role within her post Micalio didn’t often get the
chance to fight on the front lines but was not exempt from combat her whole life either, having seen her
fair share of carnage on the battlefield with damaged ships containing mangled pilots and all manner of
other horrors.

During the last mission on her original posting several of her team mates were injured while another
couldn’t leave the ground in a faulty fighter during a surprise ambush, the situation tested her loyalties
as Micalio was forced to choose her job or her team. Having a greater understanding of machines gave
her the insight she needed as she risked her own life to bring the wounded back to the relative safety of
the field ops center where they were treated, while her actions to save her team mates were recognized
so too was the abandonment of her official duty. As a result she was reassigned to SNV Furi'ken, instead
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of facing military court marshaling her actions of bravery had earned her a second chance, one where
she would be more at liberty to help others as well as do her own job in a much smaller environment.

Skills Learned

 Engineering - Having worked with machines of all sizes
from ships down to the intricate inner workings of personal
devices Micalio is a capable engineer and mechanic with the
knowledge and experience to troubleshoot and, given the
right tools, fix most equipment.

Cooking - Growing up in a large family and being the eldest she would often help her mother prepare
meals for the family and for certain occasions, over time she developed basic knowledge of cooking and
is able to create almost any dish given a set of instructions.

Combat - Having grown up and joined the youth corp and later the navy as a combat engineer, during
her time in the youth corp she had needed to learn CQC and had become proficient with many ranged
weapons as well with a particular interest in the long range type.

Technology Operation - Along with being adept in fixing and maintaining equipment, Micalio had to
learn the ins and outs of operating the technology and equipment she serviced including weapons,
vehicles and in some cases small shuttles. Her knowledge also extends to basic manipulation of software
and digital systems but only enough for her to do her job.

Knowledge - Going through the youth corp and some standard education Micalio understands the laws
and workings of the world she was born into along with her native language, due to her military
involvement her knowledge on legal issues is slightly above the standard citizen.
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Social Connections

 Micalio Di’Aldio is connected to

Father, 52
Mother, 50
10 siblings, all under 20

Inventory & Finance

Clothing
Armored Body Suit (standard)
Neshaten Standard Issue Military Uniform
Neshaten Working Uniform

Weapons
Energy Bow
Velarious Swordrifle
Seta'sis Sword
Standard Issue Plasma Pistol
Combat Knife

Standard Hygiene Pack
Neshaten Light Vision Goggles
Utility belt
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Extra weaponized power crystals
Flashlight
Communicator

Duffel Bag
Personal Clothing

Tank top
Utility vest
Cargo shorts
Loose cap
Fingerless gloves
Sight aiding goggles
Breathing mask

Black PID Crystal
Neshaten Grooming Tool
5000 RN

OOC Information

In the case club24 becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Micalio Di’Aldio
Character Owner club24
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Neshaten Personnel
Occupation Neshaten Engineer
Rank C'Baruce
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